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Abstract

The geometry of some orebodies can be described simply and accurately by three orthogonal axes, U $ V $ W. The ratios between these

axes can be expressed as a parameter j ¼ (U/V 2 1)/(V/W 2 1), and represented by a graph of U/V plotted against V/W, analogous to the

treatment of strain ellipsoids. The orientations of orebodies can be plotted simply on projections using the UVW axes. Measurements of ore

bodies from two examples of lode gold deposits from the Zimbabwe craton show that most of these orebodies are oblate. However, orebodies

can have significant U/V ratios, implying a component of pipe-like fluid flow during mineralization. Pipe flow is demonstrated to be orders of

magnitude more conductive than flow in planar veins and faults. There are significant variations in orebody geometry between deposits and

within different sections of a single deposit. W values appear to be influenced by host rock: more permeable rocks have higher W. A negative

trend of j value with orebody volume indicates that orebodies do not evolve in a self-similar way, but tend to more oblate shapes with

increasing volume.

q 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The geometry of a hydrothermal orebody depends on the

interactions between fluid flow, host rock types and

structures. There may be additional feedback between

deformation, chemical reactions and mineralization for

syntectonic orebodies. In homogeneous host rocks, the

relation between orebody geometry, fluid flow and defor-

mation may be relatively simple, and the geometry of the

orebodies may therefore give insights into mineralising

processes on scales of hundreds of metres. These scales are

orders of magnitude larger than those accessible from

laboratory measurements of permeability and structure,

which commonly underpin conceptual models of fluid flow

in deformation zones (e.g. Caine et al., 1996; Evans et al.,

1997).

Orebodies can be classified into discordant and con-

cordant bodies, and further into regular and irregular shapes

(e.g. Evans, 1995). Regular orebodies are subdivided

qualitatively into tabular and tubular shapes. Orebody

geometry (shape and orientation) needs to be well under-

stood and described quantitatively in order to be useful in

investigations of fluid flow and mineralization, and to

understand the structural controls on mineralization. The

major aim of this paper is to propose a method for

describing some orebody geometries simply and accurately,

based on familiar concepts in structural geology. The

method has direct applications to exploration, and it may be

useful in fluid flow modelling and ore deposit studies. Two

examples of epigenetic gold deposits in Zimbabwe (the

Arcturus and Shamva deposits; Fig. 1) are used to illustrate

the methods of describing orebody geometry. The results

have some implications for fluid flow in mineralizing shear

zones and the evolution of orebodies.

2. A simple method to describe orebody geometry

At some level of detail, all orebodies have complex

geometries. One of the challenges of understanding a

structurally-controlled orebody is to be able to describe the

orebody simply enough to relate it to structures, yet in a

quantitative way, that can allow comparison to be made

between different deposits. A three-dimensional approach is

necessary: in the general case, horizontal or vertical sections

will be arbitrary planes through an orebody. Measurements

made from sections, such as strike length, strike orientation

(e.g. from level plans), or down-dip length and dip amount
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(e.g. from vertical cross-sections) will be arbitrary sections

through an orebody (see below), and therefore have little

significance for characterising its true geometry.

A simple and accurate description of orebody geometries

can potentially be made if three mutually perpendicular axes

(maximum, intermediate and minimum) can be defined for

the orebody (Fig. 2a). The geometrical description of an

orebody could thus include measurements of the lengths of

the three axes, and the orientations of two of them. It is

useful in some circumstances to think of the ellipsoid that is

defined by the three axes as an approximation to the shape of

the orebody (Fig. 2b), although the definition and use of the

three axes is not dependent on this approximation. The three

axes of the orebody can be defined as U $ V $ W, and the

orientations of the axes specified by the plunge and plunge

bearing (trend) of the axes. The letters UVW have been

chosen to avoid possible confusion with the axes of the

strain ellipsoid X $ Y $ Z. Level plans or vertical cross-

sections will not generally contain the axes of orebodies:

this illustrates why measurements from these sections are

inadequate to characterise these orebody dimensions and

orientations (Fig. 2c).

The shape of the strain ellipsoid is commonly described

by the k-parameter: k ¼ (X/Y 2 1)/(Y/Z 2 1) (e.g. Hobbs

et al., 1976; Ramsay and Huber, 1987; Park, 1997). The

orebody shape can also be characterised by a similar

parameter j ¼ (U/V 2 1)/(V/W 2 1), which varies from 1

for cigar-shaped (prolate) shapes to 0 for pancake-shaped

(oblate) shapes. A useful graph to represent shapes can be

constructed by plotting U/V vs. V/W (Fig. 3): for strain

ellipsoids, this is known as the Flinn graph (Flinn, 1962).

Here it will be referred to as the shape graph. Logarithmic

axes are useful for data that have a large range of U/V

and V/W ratios. The ‘plane strain’ line where j ¼ 1 divides

the plot into prolate and oblate fields and gives a ready

and quantifiable visual indication of the difference between

tubular and tabular orebodies (e.g. Evans, 1995). The

orientation of orebodies on a stereoplot can be

represented by points corresponding to the axes of the

orebodies and by great circles representing the UV, VW, or

UW planes.

Advantages of this method are:

† It is simple

† Existing mine data will generally be adequate to allow

measurements of the orebody axes to be made

† Comparisons between orebodies are facilitated by the

systematic approach

Fig. 1. Map showing the locations of Arcturus and Shamva mines.

Fig. 2. (a) Schematic orebody with three axes defined. (b) The ellipsoid that

is defined by the three axes can be considered as an approximation to the

shape of the orebody. (c) Shaded ellipses show horizontal and vertical

sections through the ellipsoid. The axes of these ellipses do not correspond

to the orebody axes, and their planes do not correspond to the principal

planes of the orebody ellipsoid.
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Obvious possible problems with the approach may be:

† The orebody axes may be difficult to define, particularly

where the shortest dimension is not perpendicular to the

longest dimension

† Axes may be difficult to define for curved, folded and

irregular bodies

† Faulted orebodies may not be adequately approximated

as ellipsoids

† Orebodies with mixed characters e.g. veins with dissemi-

nated ore, may not be easily described by three axes

In addition to these obvious problems, it may be difficult

to evaluate the significance of the orebody axes if there has

been more than one episode of mineralization.

In practice, the identification of three axes in an orebody

is almost certainly affected by some of the problems above.

However, the task is facilitated by the natural geometry of

many orebodies, which consist of sheet-like shapes. W is

easily identified in orientation (perpendicular to the sheet)

and in size (the orebody dimension perpendicular to the

sheet is almost constant). U is usually easy to identify on a

projection perpendicular to W, and V is taken as the

perpendicular bisector of U in this plane. For orebodies with

sub-horizontal W-axes, measurements can be made on

longitudinal projections (this was the case for the Arcturus

example of this study). It is easy to make the measurements

interactively on a computer wireframe model of the orebody

(as done for the Shamva example here). An alternative

approach to direct measurement would be to use an ellipsoid

fitting routine. Ellipsoids could be chosen to totally enclose

the orebody, or to have the same volume as the orebody.

Directional variography could also be used to assist with

definition of the axes.

It is difficult to estimate the error involved in these

measurements, which varies with each axis and with each

orebody. By far the greatest source of error will be the

uncertainty in the demarcation of the orebody, generally

made from extrapolation of drilling results. Allowing for an

error of 10 m in the U and V directions will potentially

introduce an error of 10 and 20% in these two directions,

based on the average values of this study. The value of W is

usually much better constrained because drilling is com-

monly in this direction, and W may be contained within a

single drive. The results reported here should not therefore

be regarded as more accurate than these values, which are

nevertheless sufficient for the general level of interpret-

ations made in this study.

3. Open, closed and uncertain orebodies

The original geometry of orebodies that intersect the

surface or have not been proven at depth is unknown and

these types of orebody offer much less information about

mineralizing processes than fully-demarcated orebodies. On

the other hand, they are of major interest for mine

development. For both reasons, they need to be carefully

identified, and they are distinguished as open here. When

using older mine records, it may be unclear whether

orebodies are open or not. Therefore a three-fold classifi-

cation has been used in this study (Fig. 4):

† Open orebodies (part or all of the orebody boundary is

undefined)

† Closed orebodies (the boundary of the orebody is fully

defined)

Fig. 3. The shape plot for orebody geometry.

Fig. 4. Three types of orebodies. Open orebodies have part or all of their

boundaries undefined, such as the example on the left, which is intersected

by the surface. Closed orebodies have all boundaries fully defined, for

example by assay results from drilling. For uncertain orebodies, the nature

of part or all of their boundaries is not clear.
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† Uncertain orebodies (the nature of part or all of the

boundaries is unknown)

4. Geological background: Arcturus and Shamva gold

deposits

4.1. Arcturus deposit

The Arcturus deposit lies 30 km E of Harare in the

Harare–Shamva–Bindura greenstone belt (Fig. 1), hosted

mainly by metabasalts of the Arcturus formation (Baldock,

1991) with minor felsites and meta-ultramafites. Hydro-

thermal muscovite from a mineralization-hosting shear zone

in the deposit yielded an Ar–Ar age of 2688 ^ 15 Ma

(Mutemeri, 2001), which is consistent with regional

considerations that suggest a late Archean age for the

Arcturus Formation and therefore the minimum age of the

gold mineralization. The orebodies consist of disseminated

pyrrhotite, arsenopyrite, and pyrite within an alteration

assemblage of biotite–actinolite–quartz–epidote–fuch-

site–feldpsar (from metabasalts) and sericite–quartz–

feldspar (from felsite). P–T conditions of mineralization

were 100–240 MPa and from 200–520 8C (Mutemeri,

2001).

The Arcturus deposit consists of four major sections

(from W–E: Arcturus, Venus, Gladstone and Ceylon; Fig. 5)

over an E–W strike distance of 8 km. Strong S–L

schistosities within shear zones associated with the

mineralization underground and on the surface indicate

that the four sections are contained within a major shear

zone about 1 km wide, known as the Arcturus shear zone

(Fig. 5). Gold mineralization is clearly syntectonic since

auriferous sulphides of a common generation are both

deformed in the shear zone and overprint the shear fabrics

(Mutemeri, 2001). The planar fabrics dip steeply N–NE,

and biotite and actinolite mineral lineations plunge steeply

to the NE and N within the shear zone (Fig. 5), but its

kinematics are not obvious since no asymmetry can be seen

in sections parallel to the mineral stretching lineation. The

shear zone may have a major component of pure shear

(Blenkinsop, 2001).

4.2. Shamva deposit

The Shamva deposit also lies in the Harare–Bindura–

Shamva greenstone belt, 90 km to the NE of Harare (Fig. 1).

Host rocks to the deposit belong to the Shamvaian

supergroup, and consist of argillites, greywackes, con-

glomerates, pyroclastic sediments (crystal tuffs) and plagi-

oclase porphyries (Foster et al., 1986). The intrusion age of

the porphyries is constrained by a U–Pb zircon TIMS age of

2672 ^ 12 Ma (Jelsma et al., 1996), and these are probably

the feeders for the pyroclastic components of the host

rocks. This is therefore a minimum age for

mineralization, which fits into the pattern of late Archean

mineralization in the greenstone belt. Orebodies are

dominated by pyrite and carbonate, within an alteration

assemblage of biotite–tourmaline–sulphide–oxide–car-

bonate–quartz (^graphite). P–T conditions during miner-

alization are estimated at 100–300 MPa and 250–450 8C

(Jelsma et al., 1998).

Shamva deposit lies within the NE-striking Shamva

shear zone, which is defined by subsidiary shear and fault

zones over a minimum strike distance of 1.5 km and a width

of 150–300 m (Fig. 6; Jelsma et al., 1998). Within the shear

zone, NW, W and SW striking, sub-vertical faults carry sub-

horizontal slickenfibre lineations defined by chlorite, quartz

and carbonates, and steps that indicate sinistral strike slip

movement with a minor reverse component. Sinistral strike-

slip movement is also indicated by S–C fabrics in

decimetre-wide shear zones. Orebodies formed along

these fault zones, as indicated by localization of mineral-

ization and alteration along and between fault planes

(Fig. 6).

5. Results

Measurements of closed orebodies are summarised in

Table 1, and all the results are plotted on shape graphs in

Fig. 7 with stereoplots in Fig. 8.

5.1. Arcturus deposit

There is considerable variation in orebody geometry

within the Arcturus deposit, but all measurements plot

Fig. 5. Locations of the four sections of the Arcturus deposit, the Arcturus shear zone, and fabric elements in the deposits.
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below the j ¼ 1 line in the oblate field (Table 1; Fig.

7a). The four closed measurements from the Arcturus

section, and all the measurements from the Gladstone

and Ceylon sections, plot well within the oblate field

(Fig. 7a), but the closed measurement from the Venus

section has a higher j value (0.822), approaching the

prolate field. As a whole, the measurements from this

section have higher U/V ratios than the other sections of

the mine. The orebodies at Arcturus plunge steeply

(Fig. 8a) to the N–NE.

5.2. Shamva deposit

There is also considerable spread in the orebody

geometry at Shamva (Fig. 7b). The average of the 31

closed orebodies plots low within the oblate field (Table

1; j ¼ 0.23). The data spread along a trend with a

negative slope in the shape plot. The U-axes of the

orebodies plunge steeply to the SW–NE (Fig. 8b),

while the W-axes are sub-horizontal and trend perpen-

dicular to the dominant NE–ENE strikes of the Shamva

shear zone.

6. Discussion

6.1. The effect of lithology

Although orebodies at Shamva and Arcturus both have

low j values, there is a very clear distinction of orebody

geometry on the shape plot, in which all the Arcturus

orebodies have larger V/W ratios than any of the Shamva

orebodies (Fig. 7). An obvious reason is the narrow widths

of the orebodies at Arcturus (the average W dimension of

closed orebodies at Arcturus is 1.9 m compared with 9 m at

Shamva). This in turn may relate to more confined fluid flow

through the massive, relatively impermeable metabasalt

host rocks at Arcturus, compared with the more permeable

metasedimentary host rocks of the Shamva deposit. The

validity of this explanation is supported by evidence of low

W dimensions (2 m) in the Muriel mine, Zimbabwe craton,

which is also hosted by metabasalts and has similar

characteristics to the Arcturus deposit (Blenkinsop, 2002).

6.2. Differentiation of orebody geometry within the same

structure

Different parts of the Arcturus shear zone have

different orebody shapes (Fig. 7a) and orientations (Fig.

8a). The single closed measurement from the Venus

section has a much higher U/V value than other parts of

the mine, and orebodies in this section plunge to the NW

compared with the N–NE plunge of orebodies in the

other sections. There is a significant difference in

geometry between the Venus part of the Arcturus shear

zone and the other parts: the Venus section of the

Arcturus shear zones strikes SE–ESE compared with the

general E strike of the shear zone. This change in

orientation within the Venus section is clearly an original

feature of the Arcturus shear zone, since folding would

produce orebody orientations that plunged to the E. There

is also an important variation in orebody orientation

between the Gladstone and Ceylon sections: orebodies in

the former plunge NNW, compared with NNE–ENE

plunges in the latter.

It is highly significant for mine development that

orebody shape and orientations change with the host shear

Fig. 6. Map of the Shamva deposit showing major shear zones and

orebodies (after Jelsma et al., 1998).

Table 1

Means and standard deviations (SD) of dimensions and j values for closed orebodies. SDs only reported for four or more measurements. N ¼ number of

measurements

Deposit U V W j N

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

Arcturus

Arcturus 410 253 94 50 1.5 0.107 0.132 4

Venus 600 38 2 0.822 0.000 1

Gladstone 202 32 1.5 0.285 0.014 2

Shamva 108 55 64 35 8.6 4.1 0.230 0.036 31
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zone. The significance for understanding the processes of

orebody formation is less clear, particularly because of the

paucity of closed orebodies in the Venus section.

6.3. Effect of kinematics and deformation zone architecture

A similarity between the Arcturus and Shamva deposits

is the sub-vertical orientation of the U-axes of the orebodies,

despite differences in the kinematics of their hosting shear

zones. The U-axes of the orebodies are orientated generally

down-dip within their hosting shear zones. The kinematics

of the Arcturus shear zone are probably dominated by pure

shear, which produced a strong sub-vertical mineral

stretching lineation (Blenkinsop, 2001), while lineations in

the Shamva shear zone are sub-horizontal and the shear

zone has simple shear, strike-slip kinematics (Jelsma et al.,

1998). These characteristics may indicate that kinematics of

shear zones are less important than vertical hydraulic

gradients in determining fluid flow and individual orebody

geometry. In both cases, intersecting faults or shear zones

may have been the dominant influence on permeability.

Intersections appear to determine the gross geometry of

the orebodies, while shear directions may control high-

grade ore shoots.

6.4. Planar vs linear orebodies

A striking aspect of the data (Fig. 7) is the tendency for

orebodies to have geometries with considerable U/V ratios.

These elongations cannot be attributed to deformation of the

orebodies at Shamva, since they are perpendicular to the

shear direction. It is also unlikely that the elongations reflect

deformation of the orebodies at Arcturus, since some

mineralization is undeformed (cf. Mutemeri, 2001). The

Fig. 8. (a) Stereoplots of U-axes to orebodies, UV planes of orebodies and structural data for Arcturus. (b) Stereoplots of U-axes to orebodies for Shamva (UV

planes were not accurately measured). All projections are lower hemisphere, equal area.

Fig. 7. Shape plot for orebodies at (a) Arcturus and (b) Shamva. Diagonal lines with numbers represent lines of constant U/W ratio, indicated by the numbers.

The diagonal line in the opposite direction is the line separating oblate from prolate orebody shapes. Note that this diagram includes the open and uncertain ore

bodies, unlike Table 1. Symbols with black background are closed orebodies (Table 1); grey background signifies uncertain orebodies and white background

are open orebodies. Large symbols are average values, given for the closed orebodies only.
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geometry of these syntectonic orebodies thus indicates a

component of pipe-like fluid flow.

The conductivity of fluid flow through pipes can be

compared with fractures (e.g. Sanderson and Zhang, 1999).

If Qf is the conductivity through a fracture of aperture a and

length L, and Qp conductivity through a pipe of radius r, Dp

is the pressure gradient and m is the viscosity, then:

Qf ¼
a3LDp

12m

Qp ¼
pr4Dp

8m

Qp

Qf
¼

pr4Dp

8m
£

12m

a3LDp

¼
1:5pr4

a3L

¼
1:5L

pa

since

r ¼
aL

p

� �1=2

for the same surface area. Thus the relative conductivity of

pipe flow over fracture flow with the same cross-sectional

areas increases with the length/aperture (L/a) ratio of the

fracture.

Table 2 presents measurements and estimates of the L/a

ratio of veins. Johnston and McCaffrey (1996) concluded

that L of natural fractures was related to a by a power law

with an exponent of 0.6–1. Simplifying this relationship by

taking the exponent to be unity will give minimum values of

L/a, which are 20–2000 from their results (Table 1).

Johnston and McCaffrey (1996) also show that vein aspect

ratios increase as veins lengthen beyond a critical value,

which corresponds to a change in growth mechanism. Other

measurements of L/a in Table 1 range from 28 to 10000.

Two important questions about how the measured L/a

ratios of veins apply to actual conditions of fluid flow

concern the thickness of the vein that has been filled at any

time, and the width that may be open to fluid flow, possibly

supported by supra-lithostatic pore fluid pressures. The

questions can in part be addressed theoretically. The relation

predicted by linear elastic fracture mechanics for L/a is:

L

a
¼

pm=ð1 2 nÞ

4ðP 2 SÞ

where m is the shear modulus, n is Poisson’s ratio, P is the

fluid pressure and S the crack-normal stress (e.g. Pollard,

1987). P–S is known as the driving stress. A limiting value

for the driving stress might be considered to be the tensile

strength of rock, which ranges from 1 to 40 MPa (e.g.

Blenkinsop, 2000). v is typically 0.25, and m may range

from 1 to 100 GPa (Jaeger and Cook, 1979). This gives a

range of L/a from 25 to 105 using the extreme values, or

from 1000 to 2500 making the assumption that tensile

strength and m are correlated. Since these ranges encompass

all the observed values, it is reasonable to suggest that the

in-situ measurements of aspect ratios are not radically

different from those during fluid flow. These measurements

imply that pipe-like flow may be between 10 and 5000 times

more conductive than the equivalent fracture flow.

The relationship between L and a for faults has been the

subject of considerable debate in the literature (e.g. Hull,

1988, 1989; Blenkinsop, 1989; Evans, 1990). Although it

appears that no simple relationship exists, the data presented

in Evans (1990) indicate a general minimum value for L/a of

10 and maximum values in excess of 1000, suggesting that

pipe conductivity is between 5 and 500 times greater than

fracture conductivity for faults. The formation of orebodies

with significant U/V ratios by pipe-like flow is thus

associated with a dramatic increase in conductivity

compared with the formation of more tabular orebodies by

fracture flow.

6.5. Self-similar vs. self-affine evolution of orebody

geometry

One of the most striking features about Fig. 7 is the

spread of j values along lines of negative gradients on the

shape plots. It is reasonable to assume that data sets from

individual deposits may contain orebodies in various stages

of growth; thus the spread in data indicates a change in j

value with evolution of the orebody. Orebodies do not

appear to grow in a self-similar manner.

To test this idea further, j values have been plotted as a

function of the approximate orebody geometry given by the

volume of the ellipsoid defined by U, V, and W for the closed

bodies only (Fig. 9). There is a general negative trend

Table 2

Length (L) and aperture (a) relationships and measurements from natural fractures and veins, and from linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM)

Host rock L–a relationship L/a Reference

Quartzite, calcarenite. calcsilicates, sandstones, marbles, granites Power Law 20–2000 Johnston and McCaffrey (1996)

Basalts Linear 400 Gudmundsson et al. (2001)

Limestone Log normal 1000–10000 Gillespie et al. (2001)

Turbidites Power law Averages 28–67 Stowell et al. (1999)

LEFM Linear 25–100000 Pollard (1987)
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between j value and orebody size, although there are very

few data from Shamva. This suggests the interesting result

that some orebodies may change from less to more oblate

shapes as they grow, as shown schematically in Fig. 10.

Orebody evolution may not be not self-similar but instead

may be self-affine, following a law such as j , volume2d

where d is a constant.

7. Conclusions

The geometry of some relatively simple orebodies can be

characterised by defining three mutually perpendicular axes

(U $ V $ W), and the orebody geometry can be specified

by the lengths and orientations of these axes. As might be

anticipated for syntectonic hydrothermal orebodies in planar

deformation zones, the dominant shapes of the orebodies

studied here are oblate.

Host rock type (specifically permeability) has a funda-

mental influence on orebody geometry through its effect on

W-dimensions. Smaller W-dimensions are associated with

less permeable rocks. The shapes and orientations of

orebodies may change within a single host structure, with

major potential implications for mine development.

Intersecting elements of deformation zones provide

permeability guides that lead to pipe-like fluid flow, which

is associated with orders of magnitude greater conductivity

than fractures of equivalent cross-section. This is mani-

fested in significant U/V ratios of orebodies.

One of the most interesting results of the geometric

analysis is that orebody geometry changes as a function of

size from less to more oblate. This indicates that orebody

evolution may not be not self-similar.
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